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宇宙線

スパークチェンバーで捕らえられた宇宙線の軌跡!
KEK ホームページより
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宇宙線発見のきっかけ

20 世紀初め、そのまま放
置しておくと箔が閉じるこ
とが知られていた!

!
地球からの放射線が原因か？



Wulf のエッフェル塔での実験
1910 年!

地上とエッフェル塔 (高さ 324 m) の頂上で放射線強度を比較 

Wulf (1910)!
Phys. Zeit. 11, 811–813

エッフェル塔頂上ではわずかに強度が小さい!
地上からの放射線だけではなさそう



Hess の気球実験
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1911–1912 年!
自ら気球に乗り高度約 5 km まで!
放射線強度の高度依存性を調査



宇宙線の発見

高度が上がるにつれて強度が上がる!
放射線の存在を発見!

!
日食時の測定からこの放射線が太陽から!

来ている可能性も棄却

宇宙線の発見





一次宇宙線・二次宇宙線
SN 1006

宇宙から地球に降り注ぐ高エネルギー粒子!
 = 一次宇宙線!
　陽子やヘリウムなどの原子核、電子など!
!
!
一次宇宙線が大気を構成する原子核と衝突して
生成されるもの = 二次宇宙線!
　電子やミュー粒子など!
　建物内では主にミュー粒子が観測される!
　　!

文部科学省ホームページより



宇宙線の組成・スペクトル

陽子
ヘリウム
それ以外の原子核
電子

ベキ関数型	

Flux ∝	  E−s

s = 2.7

s = 3.1

s = 2.7



宇宙線のエネルギー密度
ρCR = 1 eV cm−3
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宇宙線のエネルギー密度
ρCR = 1 eV cm−3

ρSL = 0.3 eV cm−3

ρB = 0.2 eV cm−3

宇宙線はエネルギー密度の観点で見ると我々の銀河の主要構成要素

Star Light

© Axel Mellinger

Magnetic Field

Heiles (1976)



宇宙線の起源は？
knee (PeV) 以下の宇宙線の起源は超新星残骸が有力な候補 

Baade & Zwicky (1934)



星の一生



超新星爆発

いずれの爆発型でも ~ 1051 erg の運動エネルギーが解放される



X 線で見た超新星残骸
SN 1006 Tycho’s SNR (SN 1572)

Kepler’s SNR (SN 1604) Cassiopeia A (SN 1680?)



宇宙線の起源は？
knee (PeV) 以下の宇宙線の起源は超新星残骸が有力な候補 

① エネルギー収支 ② 宇宙線スペクトル

・銀河系内の宇宙線生成率

・超新星爆発のエネルギー

1–10% のエネルギーが加速
に使われれば説明可能

超新星残骸の衝撃波!
→ 衝撃波統計加速　!
　（Fermi 加速）

宇宙線のベキ型!
スペクトルを自然に説明

LCR = 5� 1040 erg s�1

1051 erg
30 yr

= 1042 erg s�1

Baade & Zwicky (1934)



衝撃波統計加速

Figure 2.4: Schematic picture of the diffusive shock acceleration.

Generally, in plasma, there is a turbulence in the form of the Alfvén wave, by which

charged particles are scattered without changing their energy. As a result, some particles

can cross the shock many times. Let us assume a particle with energy of E in the frame

of one side of the shock. The energy, E ′, of the particle in the frame of the opposite side

of the shock can be derived by performing a Lorenz transformation,

E′ = E

(
1 +

V

c
cos θ

)
, (2.14)

where V = v1 − v2, and θ is the angle between the initial direction of the particle and

the normal to the shock. Here, we assume that the shock is non-relativistic while the

particle is relativistic. Then, the increase of the energy is given as,

∆E = E′ − E =
V

c
E cos θ. (2.15)

Since the probability of the particle crossing the shock within the angles θ to θ + dθ is

p(θ) = 2 sin θ cos θ dθ, (2.16)

the average gain in energy on one round trip across the shock and again is calculated to

be
〈

∆E

E

〉
= 2 · V

c

∫ π/2

0

2 cos2 θ sin θ dθ =
4

3

V

c
(2.17)
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荷電粒子が磁場乱流で弾性散乱!
↓!

衝撃波面を往復する!
↓!

一往復ごとに少しずつエネルギーを!
増していく

さらに、下流から粒子がプラズマの流れとともに逃げていく確率を考慮すると!

dN/dE ∝	  E−s　#
というベキ型のエネルギー分布になる!

強い衝撃波では s = 2 となる



宇宙線の起源に迫るには
SN 1006

宇宙線の生成源!
超新星残骸？？

地球

宇宙線

宇宙線は電荷を持つために、生成源から地球に届くまでに星間磁場で方向を変えら
れてしまう。 → 宇宙線を直接観測しても、どこからやって来たかわからない。!
宇宙線が出す電磁波放射 (ガンマ線、X線、電波など) は磁場で方向を変えられるこ
とはないので、それを検出することで生成源を特定することができる。
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SN 1006 からの X 線放射
日本の X 線天文衛星「あすか」(1993–2001) による成果

Koyama+ (1995)
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SN 1006 からの X 線放射
日本の X 線天文衛星「あすか」(1993–2001) による成果

Koyama+ (1995)

熱的分布 (Maxwell-Boltzmann 分布) を持つ電子からの制動放射 + 特性 X 線
非熱的分布を持つ高エネルギー電子からのシンクロトロン放射



熱的・非熱的成分

D. Porquet et al.: Impacts of a power–law electron tail 1111

S, Ar, Ca, Fe and Ni. For different characteristic values
of the power–law electron distribution, the mean electric
charge of these elements has been determined as a func-
tion of the temperature at ionization equilibrium and for
different values of the ionization timescale. We intend, in
this paper, to give a comprehensive study of the depen-
dence of these quantities on the parameters of the non–
thermal population, illustrated by simple examples. We
do not provide tables, which would be too numerous as
the ionization equilibrium depends in our model on four
parameters (element, temperature of the thermal compo-
nent, index and low energy break of the non–thermal pop-
ulation). In the appendix or directly in the text, we give
the formula needed for the calculations of the rates which
could be easily inserted in computer codes.

In Sect. 2, we define the Hybrid electron distribution
used in this work. The calculation of the new ionization
collisional rates and (radiative and dielectronic) recombi-
nation rates is discussed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we present
the derived mean electric charge of the elements in ioniza-
tion equilibrium as well as in ionizing plasmas.

2. The electron distribution shapes

The Maxwellian distribution, generally considered for the
electron distribution in astrophysical plasmas, Ne(E), is
defined as:

dNe(E) = ne fM
E (E) dE (1)

fM
E (E) =

2√
π

(kT )−3/2 E1/2 e−
E

kT (2)

where E is the energy of the electron, T is the electronic
temperature and ne the total electronic density. In this
expression the Maxwellian function fM

E (E) is normalised
so that

∫ ∞
0 fM

E (E) dE = 1.
It is convenient to express this distribution in term of

the reduced energy x = E/kT :

dNe(x) = ne fM(x) dx (3)

fM(x) =
2√
π

x
1
2 e−x. (4)

The corresponding scaled (non–dimensional) distribution
fM(x) is an universal function, of fixed shape.

Non–Maxwellian electron distributions expected in the
vicinity of shock waves, as in young supernova remnants,
seem to be reasonably described by a Maxwellian distri-
bution at low energy up to a break energy Eb, and by a
power–law distribution at higher energy (e.g., Berezhko &
Ellison 1999; Bykov & Uvarov 1999). We call hereafter this
“Maxwellian/Power–law” type of electron distribution the
Hybrid electron distribution (fH). It is defined, in reduced
energy coordinates, as:

dNe(x) = nef
H(x)dx (5)

fH(x) = C(xb,α)
2√
π

x1/2 e−x x ≤ xb (6)

fH(x) = C(xb,α)
2√
π

x1/2
b e−xb

(
x

xb

)−α

x ≥ xb,
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Fig. 1. The Hybrid (Maxwell/Power–law) electron distribution
for different values of the break parameter xb, compared to a
Maxwellian distribution (xb = ∞). The slope of the power–
law has been fixed to α = 2. Reduced energy coordinates,
x = E/kT , are used.

where xb = Eb/kT is the reduced break energy, and α
is the energy index of the power–law (α > 1). Note that
for α ≤ 2 the energy diverges (in practice a cutoff at
very high energy occurs). Since for the calculations of the
ionization and recombination rates the very high energies
(≥20 kT ) have negligible effect, for simplicity, we use here
a power-law defined from xb to infinity.

The normalisation factor of the power–law distribution
is defined so that the electron distribution is continous at
xb. The factor C(xb,α) is a normalisation constant, so
that

∫ ∞
0 fH(x) dx = 1:

C(xb,α) =
√

π

2
1

γ(3
2 , xb) + (α − 1)−1 x3/2

b e−xb
(7)

where γ(a, x) is the gamma function defined as γ(a, x) =∫ x
0 ta−1 e−t dt. For x ≤ xb, the Hybrid distribution only

differs from a Maxwellian distribution by this multiplica-
tive factor. The scaled distribution fH(x) only depends
on the two non–dimensional parameters, xb and α. The
dependence on kT of the corresponding physical electron
distribution is fH

E (E) = (kT )−1fH(E/kT ).
The Hybrid distributions fH(x), obtained for sev-

eral values of the energy break xb, are compared to the
Maxwellian distribution in Fig. 1. The slope has been
fixed to α = 2, a typical value found in the models refer-
enced above. The variation of the reduced median energy
of the distribution with xb, for α = 1.5, 2., 3., is plotted in
Fig. 2, as well as the variation of the normalisation factor
C(xb,α).

As apparent in the figures, there is a critical value
of xb, for each α value, corresponding to a qualitative
change in the behavior of the Hybrid distribution. This
can be understood by looking at the distribution at the
break energy xb. Whereas the distribution is continuous,

超新星残骸における!
電子のエネルギー分布

衝撃波加熱

Porquet+ (2001)

衝撃波加速
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where xb = Eb/kT is the reduced break energy, and α
is the energy index of the power–law (α > 1). Note that
for α ≤ 2 the energy diverges (in practice a cutoff at
very high energy occurs). Since for the calculations of the
ionization and recombination rates the very high energies
(≥20 kT ) have negligible effect, for simplicity, we use here
a power-law defined from xb to infinity.

The normalisation factor of the power–law distribution
is defined so that the electron distribution is continous at
xb. The factor C(xb,α) is a normalisation constant, so
that
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0 fH(x) dx = 1:
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where γ(a, x) is the gamma function defined as γ(a, x) =∫ x
0 ta−1 e−t dt. For x ≤ xb, the Hybrid distribution only

differs from a Maxwellian distribution by this multiplica-
tive factor. The scaled distribution fH(x) only depends
on the two non–dimensional parameters, xb and α. The
dependence on kT of the corresponding physical electron
distribution is fH

E (E) = (kT )−1fH(E/kT ).
The Hybrid distributions fH(x), obtained for sev-

eral values of the energy break xb, are compared to the
Maxwellian distribution in Fig. 1. The slope has been
fixed to α = 2, a typical value found in the models refer-
enced above. The variation of the reduced median energy
of the distribution with xb, for α = 1.5, 2., 3., is plotted in
Fig. 2, as well as the variation of the normalisation factor
C(xb,α).

As apparent in the figures, there is a critical value
of xb, for each α value, corresponding to a qualitative
change in the behavior of the Hybrid distribution. This
can be understood by looking at the distribution at the
break energy xb. Whereas the distribution is continuous,

超新星残骸における!
電子のエネルギー分布

衝撃波加熱

Porquet+ (2001)

衝撃波加速

衝撃波で高エネルギーに加速された非熱的電子からの放射



衝撃波加熱
超新星残骸内には何故高温ガスが存在するのだろうか？

(b)
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Figure 2.3: (a) The flow of gas through the shock front in the frame of reference

in which the shock front is stationary. (b) A shock wave propagating through

a stationary gas.

2.2 Diffusive Shock Acceleration Theory

Ever since the Fermi’s pioneer work, the mechanism for their acceleration has been stud-

ied. The widely accepted theory is the diffusive shock acceleration or the first order

Fermi acceleration, which has been studied since the late 1970’s. This theory is very at-

tractive because it can explain naturally that the charged particles are accelerated with

high efficiency and that their spectrum should be a power law with an index of ∼ 2

(dN/dE ∝ E−2), which generally coincides with the observed spectrum. Lagage & Ce-

sarsky (1983) studied the problem of the diffusive shock acceleration in SNRs and found

that particles can be accelerated up to ∼ 100 TeV with typical parameters of an SNR.

In this section, a brief summary of the diffusive shock acceleration is described.

2.2.1 Shock Waves

Before introducing the diffusive shock acceleration, general properties of shock waves are

described. Shock waves are discontinuous interfaces caused by supersonic flows. Here,

we consider in the frame of reference in which the shock front is stationary. Figure 2.3

gives the schematic picture and the notation of parameters.

From conservation relations of the mass, the energy flux, and the momentum flux

between the upstream and the downstream regions, we can obtain the following equations

(the Rankine-Hugnoiot equation):

ρ1v1 = ρ2v2 (2.3)

p1 + ρ1v1
2 = p2 + ρ2v2

2 (2.4)

ρ1v1

(
1

2
v1

2 +
u1 + p1

ρ1

)
= ρ2v2

(
1

2
v2

2 +
u2 + p2

ρ2

)
, (2.5)
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爆発噴出が超音速で広がり衝撃波を形成!
衝撃波前後での質量、運動量、エネルギーの連続の式 (ランキン-ユゴニオの関係)

この関係式を使って計算すると…

µ: 平均分子量   !
mH: 水素原子の質量

マクロな運動エネルギーが熱エネルギーに変換される



Cassiopeia A

Maeda+ (2009)
Eriksen+ (2011)

Chandra によって得られた!
シンクロトロン放射 (4–6 keV) の分布

「すざく」 によって得られた!
広帯域スペクトル

制動放射
ベキ関数的に!
伸びる成分

Uchiyama+ (2008)



Tycho’s SNR (SN 1572)

No. S1] Suzaku Observations of Tycho’s SNR S173

Fig. 8. (a) XIS and PIN spectra fitted with a thermal bremsstrahlung, an srcut model, and Gaussian lines. (b) 68%, 90%, and 99% significance contours
of the fit.

(Reynolds & Keohane 1999).
We fitted the XIS and PIN spectra with a thermal

bremsstrahlung, an srcut model, and Gaussian lines corre-
sponding to Cr, Mn, Fe K˛, and Fe Kˇ. In the fits, we fixed the
Gaussian parameters and the temperature to kT = 4.71 keV,
which are derived in subsection 3.3, while the parameters of
the srcut model were left free. As shown in figure 8a, the
fit was successfull with !2=dof = 187.4=173. Although the
parameters were rather unconstrained, as shown in figure 8b,
the obtained radio spectral index, ˛ = 0.66, is in a good agree-
ment with the measured value of ˛ = 0.65 (Kothes et al.
2006), and the implied radio flux density at 1 GHz, 45 Jy, is not
far from the actual measurement (60 Jy: Kothes et al. 2006).
Therefore, our srcut fit appears to be physically appropriate.
Then, adopting ˛ = 0.65, we obtained a roll-off frequency of
"rolloff = 2.6 ! 1017Hz = 1.1 keV, which is slightly higher than
that derived by Chandra ("rolloff = 7.3 ! 1016 Hz = 0.3 keV:
Cassam-Chenaı̈ et al. 2007).

The roll-off frequency "rolloff is related to the maximum
electron energy, Emax, as

"rolloff = 5 ! 1015

!
B

10 #G

" !
Emax

10 TeV

"2

; (3)

where B represents the magnetic field strength. Warren et al.
(2005) presented a summary of magnetic field values, and gave
values in the range of 100 to 400#G. Then, equation (3) yields
Emax = 23 TeV with 100 #G, or 12 TeV for 400 #G. Even if
we use the fiducial magnetic field in our Galaxy, 10 #G, the
maximum electron energy is only 72 TeV.

These maximum electron energies are two to three orders
of magnitudes below the break energy (“knee”) of the cosmic-
ray spectrum around 1000 TeV. Reynolds and Keohane (1999)
pointed out that the Emax values of all Galactic supernova
remnants that they studied with ASCA data were well below
the knee energy. To evaluate the role of radiative cooling on
the electron energy spectrum, we approximate the synchrotron
radiation loss timescale, $loss, as

$loss.yr/ = 1:2 ! 104

!
B

10 #G

""2! Emax

10 TeV

""1

: (4)

With our estimate of Emax = 23 TeV and magnetic field
strength of 100#G, $loss is 52 yr. Since the time scale is smaller
than the age of Tycho’s SNR (435 yr), the electron spectrum
should suffer strongly from synchrotron cooling. This has been
directly detected in the Chandra data of Tycho’s SNR as spec-
tral steepening in the nonthermal emission across the feature-
less, thin filaments at the rim (Cassam-Chenaı̈ et al. 2007).

4.3. Abundance of Cr, Mn, and Fe

We discovered He-like Ca Kˇ, and underionized states of
Cr K˛, Mn K˛, and Fe Kˇ lines from Tycho’s SNR for the
first time. The ionization degrees of Cr and Mn were estimated
to be similar to that of Fe K˛ (Ne-like or there-abouts). To
convert the measured line fluxes or equivalent widths (table 1)
into elemental abundances, a detailed emissivity calculation
is needed. However, this is beyond the scope of the present
paper, since the current models that calculate X-ray emission
under the nonequilibrium ionization conditions do not include
the species Cr and Mn.

The relative abundances of trace elements, such as Cr and
Mn, are sensitive to the Type Ia supernova explosion mech-
anism (Iwamoto et al. 1999), and therefore should provide
an important diagnostic for these explosions. However,
the compositionally stratified nature of the supernova ejecta
coupled with the inward progression of the reverse shock,
means that great care needs to be taken when comparing
observed line fluxes and yields from model calculations. In
particular, a good fraction of the Fe produced in the explosion
that Tycho Brahe observed in 1572 still sits unshocked and cold
in the center of the remnant (Badenes et al. 2006). To fully
interpret the results presented here will require accounting for
the ejecta structure and its subsequent hydrodynamical evolu-
tion to the remnant phase. Cr and Mn K˛ lines were detected
previously only from W 49B (in which the X-ray emitting gas
is nearly in collisional ionization equilibrium), where the abun-
dances were found to be consistent with solar values (Hwang
et al. 2000; Miceli et al. 2006). Detailed emissivity calculations
for trace species in nonequilibrium hot plasmas are strongly
encouraged to open this new method for supernova nucleosyn-
thesis diagnostics.

Tamagawa+ (2009)
Eriksen+ (2011)

Chandra によって得られた!
シンクロトロン放射 (4–6 keV) の分布

「すざく」 によって得られた!
広帯域スペクトル



RX J1713.7−3946

TT+ (2008)

「すざく」 によって得られた!
広帯域スペクトル

XMM-Newton によって得られた!
シンクロトロン放射の分布

Acero+ (2009)

Note: RX J1713.7−3946 は熱的放射が全く見えないという特異性をもつ
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シンクロトロン放射
1 つの電子からのシンクロトロン放射

ここで

シンクロトロン X 線の検出 !
　　→ 電子が ~ TeV にまで加速されている証拠

ベキ関数分布をもつ電子からのシンクロトロン放射

放射スペクトル: 

電子スペクトル: 

ここで
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シンクロトロン放射

TT+ (2011)

電子スペクトル 放射スペクトル

RX J0852.0−4622 (Vela Jr.) の場合

シンクロトロン X 線は最高加速エネルギー付近の電子からの放射



大気チェレンコフ望遠鏡
TeV のエネルギーを持つ粒子があるなら TeV ガンマ線も放射しているはず

H.E.S.S. 望遠鏡 @ ナミビア

TeV ガンマ線が大気中で電磁シャワーを発生!
→ 荷電粒子からのチェレンコフ光を捕らえる



RX J1713.7−3946

Aharonian+ (2007)Color: Gamma Rays by H.E.S.S.!
Contours: X-rays by ASCA

TeV ガンマ線で非常に明るい超新星残骸!
H.E.S.S. により空間分布や高統計のスペクトルが得られている



TeV-emitting SNRs
M. PAZ ARRIBAS et al. SNR RX J0852.0−4622 WITH H.E.S.S.

Figure 3: Azimuthal profile from the shell of RX J0852.0−4622. The red region on the skymap (left pad) indicates the
extraction region for the profile (right pad): for clarification two periods are shown, separated by a gray dotted line. The
definition of the azimuthal angle is shown by the red arrow in the skymap. The position of PSR J0855−4644 is marked
with a green circle in the skymap, and its projection in the profile extraction region is denoted with a green line in the
histogram. The black dashed line in the skymap represents the Galactic Plane.

In the case of the spectral morphology, a constant index
is found across the whole SNR in the energy range from
0.5 TeV to 7 TeV, compatible with the value of 2.11 ±

0.05stat ± 0.20syst. This value is found to differ by 0.55
with the one derived for X-rays (2.66± 0.05stat at the 90%
C.L.). In the framework of a very simple leptonic model,
in which the same population of electrons with a power-
law electron energy distribution in a homogeneous mag-
netic field would be responsible for both the synchrotron
and the inverse Compton emissions, the same photon index
is expected for both components. The difference observed
here could be explained by cooling of the high energy elec-
trons, who are responsible for the synchrotron emission in
X-rays. On the other hand, this is not a very strong argu-
ment, and indeed a hadronic scenario cannot be ruled out.
As for the case of RX J1713.7−3946 more detailed spec-
tra of the whole SNR in γ−rays with H.E.S.S. and Fermi
would be very useful for revealing the nature of the emis-
sion.
Regarding the spatial morphology of the remnant,
an enhancement is seen towards the direction of
PSR J0855−4644. Since the contribution from the PWN
cannot be disentangled from the emission from the shell of
RX J0852.0−4622, an upper limit on the flux of a possible
VHE PWN between 1 TeV and 10 TeV, assuming a point
source is derived at the level of ∼ 2% of the Crab Nebula
flux in the same energy range.
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RX J0852.0−4622 (Vela Jr.) SN 1006

他に Cassiopeia A, Tycho, RCW 86, IC 443  などからも TeV ガンマ線が検出

粒子が TeV にまで加速されていることを示すより直接的な証拠
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Klein-Nishina 効果
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ガンマ線の放射機構 
中性パイ中間子の崩壊

加速された陽子が周囲のガスと相互作用!
生成した中性パイ中間子が崩壊 (寿命 = 8.4 × 10−17 s)

加速された陽子成分からのプローブする数少ないチャンネルのひとつ



中性パイ中間子崩壊 

 q!!E!" # ~n
cnH
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; (77)

where K! # #=~n. For the procedure described below, ~n
and K! are free parameters.

The emissivity of gamma rays is related to q!!E!"
though the equation
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q!!E!"####################
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p dE!; (78)

where Emin # E$ $m2
!=4E$.

The feasibility of the %-functional approximation in the
energy range E< 100 GeV is explained by the following
reasons:

(1) In the energy range 1& E & 100 GeV the cross
section given by Eq. (73) is almost constant, and the
spectrum of protons given by Eq. (74) has a power-
law form. Therefore, the spectra of gamma rays and
leptons are also power law with the same index&. In

this case the %-functional approximation leads to
power-law spectra for any choice of parameters ~n
andK!. Therefore, for the givenK! and defining the
value of ~n from the condition of continuity of the
spectrum at the point E # 100 GeV, one can obtain
correct dependence and absolute value of the
gamma ray spectrum at 1& E & 100 GeV.

(2) For the value of K! # 0:17, the %-functional ap-
proximation for power-law proton spectra agrees
quite well, as is demonstrated in Ref. [13], with
numerical Monte Carlo calculations [12], even at
energies as low as E' 1 GeV (see also discussion
in [16]).
At lower energies one has to use, instead of Eq. (73),
a more accurate approximation for the inelastic
cross section:
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where Eth # mp $ 2m! $ m2
!=2mp # 1:22 )

10%3 TeV is the threshold energy of production of
!0 mesons. Equation (79) correctly describes the
cross section also at energies close to the threshold
and at Ep > 3Eth almost coincides with Eq. (73).
The comparison with experimental data [26] shows
that Eq. (79) can be used in a wider energy range of
protons, as it is demonstrated in Fig. 11.

In Fig. 12 we show the spectra of gamma rays and
leptons calculated for the proton distribution given by
Eq. (74). The constant A is determined from the condition

 

Z 1
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In the energy range E * 0:1 TeV, calculations are per-
formed using Eq. (72) with functions Fj!x; Ep" presented
in Sec. IV; at lower energies the %-functional approxima-
tion is used with K! # 0:17. As discussed above, ~n is
treated as a free parameter determined from the condition
to match the spectrum based on accurate calculations at

FIG. 12. Energy spectra of gamma rays and leptons from p-p interactions calculated for the distribution of protons given by Eq. (74)
with parameters E0 # 1000 TeV, ' # 1 and (a) & # 2, (b) & # 1:5. The dashed curves are calculated in the %-functional
approximation.

inel = (34 .3 + 1 .88 L + 0 .25 L 2)×

1 −
E th

E p

4 2

, mb

FIG. 11. Inelastic cross section of p-p interactions approxi-
mated by Eq. (79). The experimental data are from
http:wwwppds.ihep.su:8001/c5-5A.HTML, the open points cor-
respond to the cross sections which are used in the SIBYLL code.
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中性パイ中間子の生成

陽子のエネルギーが Ep > 1.22 GeV!
のとき中性パイ中間子が生成
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Eπ  − mπ c2 = 0.0 の場合

中性パイ中間子崩壊 
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quite well, as is demonstrated in Ref. [13], with
numerical Monte Carlo calculations [12], even at
energies as low as E' 1 GeV (see also discussion
in [16]).
At lower energies one has to use, instead of Eq. (73),
a more accurate approximation for the inelastic
cross section:
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10%3 TeV is the threshold energy of production of
!0 mesons. Equation (79) correctly describes the
cross section also at energies close to the threshold
and at Ep > 3Eth almost coincides with Eq. (73).
The comparison with experimental data [26] shows
that Eq. (79) can be used in a wider energy range of
protons, as it is demonstrated in Fig. 11.

In Fig. 12 we show the spectra of gamma rays and
leptons calculated for the proton distribution given by
Eq. (74). The constant A is determined from the condition
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In the energy range E * 0:1 TeV, calculations are per-
formed using Eq. (72) with functions Fj!x; Ep" presented
in Sec. IV; at lower energies the %-functional approxima-
tion is used with K! # 0:17. As discussed above, ~n is
treated as a free parameter determined from the condition
to match the spectrum based on accurate calculations at

FIG. 12. Energy spectra of gamma rays and leptons from p-p interactions calculated for the distribution of protons given by Eq. (74)
with parameters E0 # 1000 TeV, ' # 1 and (a) & # 2, (b) & # 1:5. The dashed curves are calculated in the %-functional
approximation.
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FIG. 11. Inelastic cross section of p-p interactions approxi-
mated by Eq. (79). The experimental data are from
http:wwwppds.ihep.su:8001/c5-5A.HTML, the open points cor-
respond to the cross sections which are used in the SIBYLL code.
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中性パイ中間子の生成

陽子のエネルギーが Ep > 1.22 GeV!
のとき中性パイ中間子が生成

 Eπ  ≈ 0.17 (Ep − mp c2)

log (ε)

dnγ/dε

放射スペクトル

mπ c2/2 !
   = 67.5 MeV



中性パイ中間子崩壊 
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where K! # #=~n. For the procedure described below, ~n
and K! are free parameters.

The emissivity of gamma rays is related to q!!E!"
though the equation
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The feasibility of the %-functional approximation in the
energy range E< 100 GeV is explained by the following
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(1) In the energy range 1& E & 100 GeV the cross
section given by Eq. (73) is almost constant, and the
spectrum of protons given by Eq. (74) has a power-
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leptons are also power law with the same index&. In
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中性パイ中間子の生成

陽子のエネルギーが Ep > 1.22 GeV!
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ガンマ線の放射機構 
中性パイ中間子の崩壊

加速された陽子が周囲のガスと相互作用!
生成した中性パイ中間子が崩壊 (寿命 = 8.4 × 10−17 s)

加速された陽子成分からのプローブする数少ないチャンネルのひとつ



RX J1713.7−3946 の例
Cherenkov Telescopes 11
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Figure 5. The spectral energy distribution of RXJ1713.7−3946 in the γ-ray range.
The TeV data points are taken from [63], model curves are given for three scenarios: (a)
a fit of the function dN/dE ∝ E−Γ exp−

√

E/E0, the approximate form expected for
interacting protons with a energy distribution following a power-law with exponential
cut-off, see [63] and [65]. (b) hadronic emission as calculated by [64], and (c) inverse
Compton emission as calculated by [66].

H.E.S.S. collaboration [71]. A clear excess of γ-ray nebulae in positional coincidence with

high spin-down luminosity pulsars (those with Ė/d2 above ∼1035 erg s−1 kpc−2) is found,

in comparison to expectations for chance coincidences. The implied efficiency in the

conversion of spin-down power, via ultra-relativistic winds, into TeV γ-ray production

is around 1%. A key recent result in this area, is that of energy-dependant morphology
in HESSJ1825−137 [60]. New H.E.S.S. data show that the γ-ray emission ‘shrinks’ at

high energies: towards the pulsar PSR B1823−13. Such behaviour has been seen before

in X-ray synchrotron emission and has been interpreted as evidence for the energy-losses

of > TeV electrons. The discovery of this effect in γ-rays provides us with a potentially

powerful new tool with which to investigate high energy particles within these objects.

The remaining well established class of galactic TeV sources is that of binary
systems of a compact object and a massive star. Three such systems have now been

firmly identified (see table 2). These objects appear to belong to one of two classes:

microquasars or binary PWN. Whilst the 3.4 year period system of PSR B1259−63

and the Be-star SS 2883 certainly belongs to the later class, in the two remaining well

Hinton (2009)

TeV ガンマ線の観測だけでは 2 つのシナリオの区別は難しい"
→ より低エネルギーのガンマ線の観測が重要



Fermi 衛星 LAT 検出器
Pair-production telescope launched in June, 2008!

Energy Range: from 20 MeV to > 300 GeV!
Angler Resolution: < 1° (68% containment at 1 GeV)!

Effective Area: 8000 cm2 (on axis at 1 GeV) !
Field of  View: 2.4 sr (all-sky coverage in ~ 3 hr)

e+ e–

γ

Calorimeter

Tracker

ACD
[surrounds
4x4 array of
TKR towers]

日本も開発初期から大きく貢献



中性パイ中間子崩壊スペクトル

~ 100 MeV 以下に特徴的なスペクトル構造"
この検出を目指す 



観測・解析の難しさ
Fermi LAT による全天マップ Fermi LAT の角度分解能

銀河面放射が超新星残骸からの信号にとってバックグラウンドとなる!
低エネルギーになるほど角度分解能が悪くなる

© NASA/DOE/Fermi LAT Collaboration



IC 443 & W44
GeV 帯域で最も明るい 2 つの超新星残骸に注目!

バックグラウンドの不定性に注意しながらスペクトルを導出

Color: Gamma Rays by Fermi LAT!
Contours: Radio Continuum by VLA

GeV Gamma-Rays from SNRs Yasunobu Uchiyama

Figure 1: Fermi LAT count maps in 2–10 GeV of the MC-interacting SNRs with extended γ-ray emission:
(a) W51C; (b) W44; (c) IC443; and (d) W28. The LAT count maps (in the celestial coordinates) constructed
from front-converted events in the four panels are smoothed by a Gaussian kernel of 0.15 deg. The intensity
is in units of counts per pixel with a pixel size of 0.05×0.05 deg2, and shown in a common range of 1.0–5.5
counts per pixel. Superposed are the contours from the VLA radio maps (see the text). A black ellipse in
panel (a) represents the location of shocked CO clumps [15]. The black crosses in panel (c) are the locations
of shocked molecular clumps from which OH maser is detected [16]. The position of a pulsar wind nebula
is also marked in panel (c).

better spatial resolution, only front-converted events are used. Even without subtracting the intense
Galactic diffuse emission, significant γ-ray emission clearly stands out in excess of the background
diffuse emission. In each panel, superimposed is a radio continuum map synthesized with the
Very Large Array (VLA) at a frequency of: (a) 1.4 GHz [17]; (b) 1.4 GHz (The FIRST Survey);
(c) 330 MHz [16]; and (d) 330 MHz. The spatial extent of the γ-ray emission estimated through
the maximum likelihood technique was generally found to be consistent with the size of the radio
remnant. Given the size of a point-spread function of the LAT in this energy band, dedicated
investigations are necessary to establish possible sub-structures within these remnants, which will
be reported elsewhere.

The radio and γ-ray properties of the four SNRs are similar in many aspects. The synchrotron
radio emission has a large flux of 160–310 Jy at 1 GHz with flat spectral index of α ≃ 0.3–0.4

3
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(c) 330 MHz [16]; and (d) 330 MHz. The spatial extent of the γ-ray emission estimated through
the maximum likelihood technique was generally found to be consistent with the size of the radio
remnant. Given the size of a point-spread function of the LAT in this energy band, dedicated
investigations are necessary to establish possible sub-structures within these remnants, which will
be reported elsewhere.
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radio emission has a large flux of 160–310 Jy at 1 GHz with flat spectral index of α ≃ 0.3–0.4
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Thompson, Baldini, 
& Uchiyama (2010)



Fermi LAT スペクトル

•低エネルギー側にスペクトル・ブレイクを検出!
•グレーの領域はバックグラウンドの不定性による系統誤差

Energy spectra down to 60 MeV

• Clear indication of a low-energy “turnover”

• Gray systematic error band estimated from 8 Galprop models of di�use emission
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PreliminaryIC 443 W44Envelope of 8 Galprop 
diffuse models

Energy spectra down to 60 MeV

• Clear indication of a low-energy “turnover”

• Gray systematic error band estimated from 8 Galprop models of di�use emission
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diffuse models



陽子加速の証拠

Ackermann+ (including TT as a corresponding author) (2013)

超新星残骸で宇宙線の主成分である陽子が加速されていることを証明
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RX J1713.7−3946 は？

Abdo+ (2011)

Fermi LAT のスペクトル!
Γ = 1.5 ± 0.1 (stat) ± 0.1 (sys)

ガンマ線放射機構は逆コンプトン散乱か



星間ガスとの相互作用
TOWARD UNDERSTANDING THE YOUNG SNRs INTERACTING WITH CLOUDS 11
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exploded star
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FIG. 10.— Schematic picture of the shock-cloud interaction model. Pri-
mary forward shock wave propagates through the cloudy wind bubble, where
particle acceleration operates. Transmitted shock waves in clouds are stalled,
which suppresses thermal X-ray line emission and particle acceleration in
clouds. Shock-cloud interactions induce shock deformations and turbulent
eddies. The turbulent dynamo effect amplifies the magnetic field that en-
hances synchrotron emissions. Secondary reflected shock waves are gener-
ated when the primary shock hits clouds that induce the short-time variabil-
ity of synchrotron X rays where magnetic field strength is � 1 mG around
shocked clouds. Hadronic gamma rays are emitted from dense clouds illu-
minated by accelerated protons whose photon index can be p � 1/2 = 1.5 for
p = 2.

shock-cloud interaction model predicts the following charac-
teristics (1)-(5). The schematic picture of the shock-cloud in-
teraction model is given in Fig. 10.

(1) Synchrotron emissions will be more powerful in the
cloud-rich regions than the regions without clouds because
of the turbulent amplification of the magnetic field as a con-
sequence of the shock-cloud interaction. In other words, on
several parsec scales, the X-ray emissions will spatially corre-
late with the CO distribution. Note that there is no necessity to
always find CO emissions near the X-ray bright regions, be-
cause a considerable amount of CO molecules in clouds can
be dissociated due to the UV radiation from the massive pro-
genitor star and also because shock heating dissociates CO
molecules in the shocked clouds.

(2) In small scales on the order of sub parsecs, the local
peaks of X-ray emissions will show anti-correlation with the
local peaks of CO emissions, because the magnetic field am-
plifications arise most strongly around the clouds, in partic-
ular, at the transition layers between the clouds and diffuse
gas.

(3) Since the magnetic field strength maximally grows to
the level of 1 mG near clouds, the short-time variability of X-
rays can be found in the X-ray bright regions especially in the
vicinity of the clouds (see, §4.1 for detail).

(4) The primary shock wave propagates with high velocity
in the diffuse gas where synchrotron filaments can be formed
as the SNRs in diffuse circumstances (e.g., Vink & Laming
2003, Bamba et al. 2003, 2005) and leptonic gamma-ray
emission would also be emitted, while in the clouds the trans-
mitted shock waves are stalled where the particle acceleration
is inefficient.

(5) If the hadronic gamma rays emitted from clouds are

more powerful than the leptonic emissions from the primary
shock in the diffuse gas, the gamma-ray emissions will show
good spatial correlation with CO distribution. Note again that
there is no necessity to always find CO bright regions at the
gamma-ray bright regions because of the CO dissociation by
UV radiation and shock heating.

In the case of RX J1713.7�3946, the distributions of bright
X-ray regions are globally well correlated with the distribu-
tion of CO line emissions, which is consistent with the fea-
ture (1). In addition, recent observation by Sano et al. (2010)
showed that the local peaks of X-rays are located around the
local peaks of CO line emissions, which supports the feature
(2) of our scenario. Furthermore, the regions that show the
short-time variability of X-rays discovered by Uchiyama et al.
(2007) are located in the CO rich region that is also consistent
with the feature (3).

Although the spatial resolution of gamma rays in RX
J1713.7�3946 is not sufficient to be compared with the distri-
bution of CO line emissions, these two seem correlated in the
sense that the gamma-ray emissions are stronger in the north-
west region where the CO emissions are also strong that is
consistent with the feature (5) of our model. Future gamma-
ray observations with higher spatial resolution may clarify
the correlation. However, in the southeast region, gamma
rays are detected despite no CO emissions. Since the flux of
hadronic gamma-ray emission depends linearly on the mass
of clouds, this may suggest two possible interpretations of
the gamma-ray emissions in the southeast region. One is that
CO molecules are dissociated by UV radiation because of a
smaller column density of clouds than other regions or CO
molecules are dissociated by shock heating due to the smaller
density than other regions. In that case, HI emissions may
be found to compensate for the missing mass. Another possi-
bility is that there are no clouds in the southeast region, and
gamma-ray flux from that region is determined by the leptonic
emission.

5. SUMMARY

We have examined the propagation of a strong shock wave
(vsh � 2500 km/s), which corresponds to a supernova blast
wave shock with the age of � 103 years, through a cloudy
medium formed as a consequence of the thermal instability by
using three-dimensional MHD simulations. We found that the
shock-cloud interaction leads to deformation of a shock front
and leaves vortices or turbulence behind the shock wave. The
magnetic field behind the shock wave is amplified as a result
of the turbulent dynamo action. The maximum magnetic field
strength reaches up to 1 mG that is determined by the con-
dition of plasma � � 1. This is consistent with the previous
simulations performed in limited two-dimensional geometry
(Inoue et al. 2009). The scale of the region where B � 1 mG
is determined by the thickness of the transition layer between
the cloud and surrounding diffuse gas (� 0.05 pc) at which
the vortex is induced most strongly. The shock-cloud inter-
actions generate many secondary shocks in the SNR at which
particle acceleration can operate. The acceleration due to the
secondary shocks in the region with B � 1 mG would be the
origin of the short-time variability of X-rays discovered in the
SNR RX J1713.7�3946 (Uchiyama et al. 2007).

We also found that, since the medium formed as a conse-
quence of the thermal instability is very clumpy, a shock wave
propagating in the cloud is stalled heavily, while a shock in the
diffuse gas is not. This gives the following important features
of SNRs interacting with interstellar clouds: (1) The global
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Figure 8. (a) Distributions of column density of the total ISM protons Np(H2+H i) in a velocity range from −20 to 0 km s−1. Contours are the same as in Figure 1(a).
(b) Azimuthal distributions of Np(H2), Np(H i), Np(H2+H i), and TeV γ -ray-smoothed counts per beam between the two elliptical rings shown in (a). The proton
column densities are averaged values between the rings (see the text). Semimajor and semiminor radii of the outer ring are 0.◦46 and 0.◦42, respectively, and the radii
of the inner ring are half of them. The same plots inside the inner ring are shown on the right side of (b).

in Appendix C, where the shell-like distribution toward the
SE cloud is missing.

3.5. The γ -Rays and the ISM Protons

3.5.1. Gamma-ray Distribution

The TeV γ -ray distribution obtained by H.E.S.S. is a nearly
circular-symmetric shell with some ellipticity elongated in the
north–south direction. In order to gain an insight into the
distribution of the γ -ray emissivity we undertake a simple
analysis of the γ -ray distribution. We first adopt an elliptical
annular ring in the analysis, while Aharonian et al. (2006b) made
a similar analysis by using a circular annular ring in correlating
γ -rays and NANTEN CO intensity (see Figure 17 in Aharonian
et al. 2006b).

We estimated the radius of the γ -ray shell as defined
at a half-intensity level of the peak γ -ray smoothed counts
every 15◦ for an assumed center. We averaged the radii in
angle and minimized the sum of the squares of the deviation
from the average. This process gives a central position to be
(l, b) = (347.◦34, −0.◦52). For this central position, we plotted
the radius every 15◦ and found that a sinusoidal distribution is
a reasonable approximation as expected. Fitting this plot by a
sinusoidal curve, we find that the shell is approximated by an
elliptical shape with an aspect ratio of 1.1 whose major axis
is almost in the north–south direction. This elliptical shape is
adopted in Figure 8(a).

Figure 9 shows the radial scatter of γ -ray smoothed counts
and an averaged value shown by a step function in radius r
every 0.◦05. Here, we also adopted the elliptical shape and
normalized the radius to that of the major axis with the
elliptical modification. After several trials of different functional
forms, we found that a Gaussian radial distribution of the
γ -ray emissivity per volume reproduces the projected radial
distribution well in Figure 9. In the fitting we have two free
parameters of the Gaussian shape, the peak radius r0 and the
sigma σ , expressed as follows:

F (r) = A × e−(r−r0)2/2σ 2
, (4)

where A is a normalization coefficient. By requiring that the error
in the fitting becomes minimum in the projected distribution
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Figure 9. Radial distribution of TeV γ -ray radiation. Small dots show the
distributions of all the H.E.S.S. data points and large filled circles with error
bars show averaged values at each radius. We assume a 3D spherical shell with
a Gaussian-like intensity distribution along its radius to approximate the TeV
γ -ray distribution (see the text). The green line shows the estimated 3D Gaussian
distribution and the red line shows its projected distribution. The peak radius
and the FWHM of the green line are estimated to be 0.◦46 (∼8.0 pc) and 0.◦24
(∼4.2 pc), respectively.

shown by the step function, we found that r0 = 0.◦46 and σ =
0.◦10 give the best fit as shown in Figure 9. This distribution
shows that the observed shell is consistent with a shell of a half-
intensity thickness ∼0.◦24 with nearly zero emissivity toward the
center. This analysis indicates that the γ -rays are mainly emitted
in a thick shell of 8.0 pc radius and 4.2 pc width at the half-
intensity level with nearly zero emission from the inner part.
A similar thick-shell model was also obtained by Aharonian
et al. (2006a). Numerical modeling of the γ -ray emission has
been undertaken by several authors and indicates that the γ -ray
emission has a rather steep gradient beyond the peak of the
shell in either of the leptonic or hadronic scenario (e.g., Jun &
Norman 1996; Zirakashvili & Aharonian 2010). The fitting to
the H.E.S.S. data above shows that the gradient in the γ -ray
distribution is not so steep toward the outside, which may be
due to smearing in space by averaging. We shall not try a further
elaborated analysis here due to the limiting angular resolution
of H.E.S.S., which is 0.◦14 (FWHM).
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CO および HI の観測は星間ガスと衝撃波の相互作用を示唆!
Clumpy なガスがある場合ガンマ線放射はどう見えるか？



陽子放射でも説明可能？
Hadronic gamma–rays from RX J1713 3

evolution of the total number of CRs inside the SNR shell
N

CR

(E) is described by the equation:

@N
CR

(E)
@t

=
@
@E

h
ĖN

CR

(E)
i
+Q

CR

(E) . (4)

Consider now a clump entering the SNR shock at a time
t
c

. Once downstream of the shock, the clump is bombarded
by the CRs accelerated at the SNR shock and accumulated
in the SNR shell. The di↵usion of CRs in the highly turbu-
lent region that surrounds the clump is expected to occur at
the Bohm rate. Thus, the time needed for a CR to di↵usively
penetrate into the clump is ⌧

d

⇡ L2
tr

/6D
B

which gives:

⌧
d

⇡ 4⇥ 102 L2
tr,�1.3B�4E

�1
12 yr (5)

where B = 100 B�4 µG is the magnetic field in the turbulent
layer, L

tr

= 0.05 L
tr,�1.3 pc its thickness, and E = E12 TeV

the particle energy. For a given clump, the minimum energy
of the particles that can penetrate is given by the equation
⌧
d

= t
age

�t
c

. A significantly faster CR di↵usion is expected
outside of the transition region, both inside the clump, where
ion-neutral friction is expected to heavily damp magnetic
turbulence, and in the SNR shell, where the magnetic field
strength and turbulent level are significantly smaller.

The equation that regulates the time evolution of the
total number of CRs inside a clump N

cl

(E) is then:

@N
cl

(E)
@t

=
(V

cl

/V
sh

)N
CR

(E)�N
cl

(E)
⌧
d

(6)

where V
cl

= (4⇡/3)L3
c

and V
sh

are the volumes of the clump
and of the SNR shell, respectively. The total volume of the
clumps is taken to be much smaller than V

sh

, to insure the
validity of Eq. 4. Moreover, V

cl

is assumed to be constant in
time (i.e. no CR adiabatic energy losses) and proton–proton
interaction energy losses are neglected since they operate
on a time t

pp

⇠ 5 ⇥ 104n�1
c,3 yr, longer than the age of the

SNR. Finally, the volume V
sh

filled by CRs is taken to be
the shell encompassed between the SNR forward shock and
the contact discontinuity. The exact position of the contact
discontinuity depends on several physical parameters (e.g.
Orlando et al 2012), and is typically of the order of ⇡ 0.9R

s

.
The dotted line in Fig. 1 represents the current CR

density in the SNR shell as a function of the particle en-
ergy. It has been computed from Eq. 4 after assuming a
CR acceleration e�ciency of ⌘ = 0.1 and a magnetic field
in the turbulent layer of B�4 = 1.2. An exponential cuto↵
at E

max

= 150 TeV has been multiplied to the solution of
Eq. 4 to mimic the escape of the highest energy CRs from
the shock. The CR density inside clumps is derived from
Eq. 6 and plotted with solid lines. Lines 1, 2, and 3 refer to
a clump that entered the SNR shock 1400, 1500, and 1550
yr after the supernova explosion, respectively. Clumps that
entered the SNR at t

c

⇡ 1400 yr are encountering now the
contact discontinuity. Clumps that entered the SNR earlier
either are disrupted by plasma instabilities at the contact
discontinuity or, if they survive, enter a region character-
ized by a low density of CRs and quickly become themselves
devoided of CRs due to their di↵usive escape.

The spectrum of CRs inside the clumps has a charac-
teristic peak at energies of ⇡ 10 TeV. At energies larger
than that of the peak, the spectra of the CRs in the clumps
and in the SNR shell coincide. This is because at large en-
ergies di↵usion becomes important over times smaller than

Figure 1. Spectrum of CRs in the SNR shell (dotted line) and

inside a clump that entered the shock at t
c

= 1400, 1500, and
1550 yr (solid line 1, 2, and 3 respectively).

the residence time of clumps in the shell, allowing for a rapid
equilibration of CR densities. On the other hand, CRs with
energies smaller than that of the peak di↵use too slowly to
e↵ectively penetrate the clumps. This explains the deficit of
CRs with energies below ⇡ 10 TeV in the clumps. The very
hard spectral slope found below the peak is an e↵ect of the
steep energy dependence of the Bohm di↵usion coe�cient.
The position of the peak moves towards larger energies for
clumps that enter later the SNR shock, as it can be inferred
by Eq. 5 and the discussion that follows it.

The hadronic gamma–ray emission from all the dense
clumps in the shell is plotted as a solid line in Fig. 2. The gas
density within clumps is n

c,3 = 1 and the density of clumps
is 3 pc�3, which implies a total mass in the clumps within
the SNR shell of 550 M� and a clump volume filling factor of
⇡ 0.01. The distance to the SNR is 1 kpc. The prediction is
in agreement with FERMI and HESS data. The gamma–ray
emission from CR interactions in the low density di↵use gas
swept up by the SNR is plotted as a dashed line, and shown
to be subdominant. The contribution from inverse Compton
scattering from electrons accelerated at the SNR is expected
to be negligible, if the magnetic filed is & 10 µG.

Secondary electrons are also produced in proton–proton
interactions in the dense clumps. Their production spectrum
is similar in shape to that of gamma–rays (Fig. 2), with a
normalization smaller by a factor of ⇡ 2 and particle ener-
gies larger by the same factor. Thus, the peak of electron
production happens at an energy of ⇡ 2 TeV. Such elec-
trons escape the clump in a time ⇠ 200 yr (Eq. 5), which is
shorter than both synchrotron and Bremmstrahlung energy
loss time (⇠ 450 and 3.3⇥104 yr, respectively, for the param-
eters considered here). Thus, no contribution from secondary
electrons has to be expected to the gamma–ray emission.

At the present time, the CRs inside RX J1713.7-3946
amounts to⇡ 6 % of the total explosion energy. However, the
fraction of explosion energy converted into CRs is likely to
increase with time, given that the SNR is still in a quite early
stage of its dynamical evolution. It can be shown that the
total fraction of explosion energy converted into CRs by a

c� 2002 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–4
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Figure 2. Gamma–rays from RX J1713.7-3946. The emission
from the clumps is shown as a solid line, while the dashed line

refers to the emission from the di↵use gas in the shell. Data points

refer to FERMI and HESS observations.

SNR is of the same order of the istantaneous CR acceleration
e�ciency ⌘ (e.g. Gabici 2011). The value ⌘ = 0.1 adopted
here is consistent with the typical acceleration e�ciency that
SNRs should have in order to be the sources of Galactic CRs.

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the gamma–ray emission from
RX J1713.7-3946 can be naturally explained by the decay of
neutral pions produced in hadronic CR interactions with a
dense, clumpy gas embedded in the SNR shell. The clumps
are expected to be surrounded by a turbulent layer charac-
terized by an average magnetic field of ⇡ 100 µG, which in
some cases can reach values as large as ⇡ 1 mG (Inoue et
al. 2012). Such extreme values would explain the very rapid
(year–scale) time variability observed in X–rays from small
knots inside the SNR shell (Uchiyama et al. 2007).

Also the absence of thermal X–ray emission from the
SNR fits well within this scenario. This is because the SNR
shock propagates in the low density, inter–clump medium,
and not in the dense clumps, which remain cold and unable
to emit thermal X–rays. By means of a numerical simulation,
Ellison et al. (2010) estimated the thermal X–ray emission
expected for RX J1713.7-3946 for a value of the ambient den-
sity of n

h,�2 = 5 (a factor 2.5 larger than the one adopted
here). They found that the expected emission is subdomi-
nant with respect to the X–ray synchrotron emission from
the SNR, as it is indeed observed (Tanaka et al. 2008).

As noticed in the introduction, multi–zone leptonic
models might also provide a satisfactory fit to the observed
multi–wavelength spectrum of RX J1713.7-3946. Thus, fur-
ther observational evidences are needed in order to dis-
criminate between the hadronic and leptonic origin of the
gamma-ray emission. A conclusive proof of the validity of the
hadronic scenario would come from the detection of neutri-
nos. This test is feasible, since in this scenario the expected
neutrino flux from RX J1713.7-3946 is within the reach of
km3–scale detectors (e.g. Vissani & Aharonian 2012).
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陽子スペクトル 中性パイ中間子崩壊ガンマ線

SNR シェル内

Clump 内

RX J1713 のガンマ線放射機構は陽子起因でも説明可能"
ガンマ線スペクトルのベキだけではシナリオの区別は難しい



ASTRO-H 衛星

Suzaku (6m, 1.7t)

• Total Length: 14 m 

• Mass: < 2.6  metric ton 

• Power: < 3500 W 

• Telemetry Rate: > 8 Mbps (X-band) 

• Recording Capacity: > 12 Gbits 

• Mission life : > 3 years

• Launch in 2015 

• Launch site:  
       Tanegashima Space Center, Japan 

• Launch vehicle: JAXA H-IIA rocket 

• Orbit Altitude:  550 km 

• Orbit Type: Approximate circular orbit 

• Orbit Inclination: ~31 degrees 

• Orbit Period: 96 minutes

ASTRO-H



ASTRO-H 衛星搭載機器

日本物理学会シンポジウム 2010年3月23日

HXT
（望遠鏡） HXI硬X線撮像システム

国産ナノ技術を駆使し、世界に先駆けて開発した硬X線望遠鏡と、
ASTRO-Hをめざして開発した新しい高効率CdTe半導体素子に基づ
く硬X線撮像検出器を組み合わせて、硬X線帯で初めての集光撮像を
実現し、飛躍的な高感度を実現。

軟X線分光システム
大面積かつ軽量な軟X線望遠鏡と、50ミリ度という極低温技術によっ
て超高分解能分光を実現する軟X線分光検出器を組み合わせて、超精密
X線分光を実現（高信頼性冷却系で、復活の責務を果たす）

SXT-S
（望遠鏡） SXS

軟X線撮像システム
軟X線望遠鏡と、大面積低雑音X線CCD素子を用いた軟X線撮像検出
器を組み合わせ、広い視野を持ち観測の基本となるX線撮像を実現。

SXT-I
（望遠鏡） SXI

軟ガンマ線検出器
独自のアイディアである狭視野半導体コンプトンカメラに基づいた超
低雑音軟ガンマ線検出器により、一桁以上の感度の向上と、
ガンマ線偏光観測能力を実現。

SGD

観測エネルギー 
(eV: 電子ボルト)

これら4種類の観測システムが同時に機能することで、3桁にもおよぶ広帯域において、「すざく」
より10倍から100倍高感度の観測を実現して、最大限の科学的成果を引き出すことが可能となる。

２. 次期X線衛星ASTRO-H - 観測搭載装置の構成 - 
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観測範囲 0.3 keV  -  600 keV



ASTRO-H で狙うサイエンス

three channels of information

       about cosmic PeVatrons:

10-1000 TeV gamma-rays

10-1000 TeV  neutrinos

10 -100  keV hard X-rays

% !-rays: difficult, but possible with future “10km2“ area multi-TeV IACT arrays

%  neutrinos:   marginally detectable by  IceCube, Km3NeT - don’t expect

                        spectrometry, morphology; uniqueness  - unambiguous signatute!

%   “prompt“  synchrotron X-rays:  smooth spectrum

              a very promising channel - quality!

10-100  TeV µ-neutrinos

V. Case Studies

V-2. Supernova Remnants
The high resolution X-ray spectroscopy provided by SXS will be particularly ground-breaking 
for supernova remnants (SNRs) because they are extended objects with rich emission-line 
spectra from a wide range of different elements (carbon through nickel). To determine the 
element abundances reliably, measurements of the relative strengths of a number of lines 
from each elemental species are required. Accurate element abundances provide constraints 
to test the explosion mechanisms of supernovae and to explore their environments. 

Gas motions of the rapidly expanding supernova ejecta and swept-up interstellar and/or 
circumstellar medium may also be measured by SXS by their Doppler shifts. Gas moving 

toward or away from us will show shifts in the energies of the emission lines. Velocity 
measurements are needed to understand how SNRs evolve, based on their age and the 
detailed properties of the explosion, the ejecta, and ambient medium.

Fig. 1 Simulated spectra of the iron K-shell 
complex from the inner region of the Tycho 
SNR with an exposure of 100 ks with SXS. 
The ion temperature is assumed to be 30 
billion degrees (black) or negligible (green). 
Red- and blue-shifted lines from the fast 
moving gas can be readily resolved with SXS. 

Particle acceleration is receiving much 
attention at present, but the origin of 
cosmic rays is still unclear 100 years 
after their discovery. Young SNRs with 
shock speeds of several 1000 km/s are 
among the best candidates to accelerate 
cosmic rays up to the knee around 1015 

eV (the highest energy accessible to 
Galactic accelerators). The combination 
of ASTRO-H's hard X-ray imaging 
capability and high spectral resolution 
will provide information to understand 
crucial aspects of shock acceleration in 
SNRs such as the maximum energy of 

the accelerated particles, the conditions 
at the acceleration sites, and the 
acceleration efficiency.

Fig. 2 Simulated 100ks 
HXI image of the SN 
1006 NE shell.
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SXS 

HXI 

• イオン温度の測定"
! ! 　宇宙線加速効率を間接的に測定!

• 衝撃波速度の測定

• 最高加速エネルギー付近の電子からの
放射を精密にプローブ"

• 2 次電子からのシンクロトロン放射"
" " 荷電パイ中間子由来の電子・陽電子　　　　　　　　!
　　　からのシンクロトロン

輝線を超精密分光

> 10 keV で撮像分光



ASTRO-H の現状

一次噛み合わせ試験

一次噛み合わせ試験一次噛み合わせ試験(SXS)



ASTRO-H の現状
SXS EM試験

HXI

SXT

HXT

SXI

SXS EM試験



まとめ
• 宇宙線がどこで加速されているかという問題は長い間未解決であった。!
• 加速された粒子が放射する電磁波の観測は、宇宙線の起源を探る有効な手段である。!
• 近年のX 線により超新星残骸からシンクロトロン放射が発見され、衝撃波で電子が 

TeV 程度のエネルギーまで粒子が加速されていることがわかった。!

• さらに TeV ガンマ線の検出によりより直接的に TeV 程度のエネルギーを持つ粒子の
存在が証明された!

• Fermi 衛星の LAT 検出器により複数の超新星残骸から中性パイ中間子の崩壊による
ガンマ線放射が検出された。!

• これは宇宙線の主成分である陽子が超新星残骸で加速されていることを意味する。!
• 2015 年打ち上げ予定の ASTRO-H や 2017 年に観測を開始する TeV ガンマ線望遠鏡 

CTA など次世代の観測機器によってさらに理解が深まると期待されている。


